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1. PRESENTATION OF THE AFRICAN ALLIANCE FOR E-COMMERCE
Effective SW

Under construction

Under development
1. Expanding the concept
   - ELABORATING GUIDES:
   - ORGANIZING NATIONAL AND REGIONAL WORKSHOPS

2. Sharing experiences

3. Interoperability

4. Common infrastructure
2. THE CHALLENGES OF SINGLE WINDOW PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION
3. OUR VISION OF EXPANSION OF REGIONAL TRADE INTEGRATION
UEMOA Regional single window, common E-certificate of origin and portal of trade information
**THE BIG PICTURE**

**EXCHANGE WITH INTERNATIONAL**
- B2B transactions, trade info, repository, simulation,…
- Mutualize solution and regional cloud (service and infra)
- Standardized exchange of data and documents

**INTERFACE WITH NATIONAL SW**
- PORTAL OF SERVICES
- HOSTING PLATFORM
- EXCHANGE PLATFORM
- MUTUALIZED E-PAYMENT
- MUTUALIZED PKI
- ARCHIVAGE ELECTRONIQUE

**NATIONAL SW**

**MANUAL SINGLE WINDOW**

**ELECTRONIC SINGLE WINDOW**
2. SENEGAL CASE
1986
Senegal government takes the decision to develop its own CMS

1990
The telecom infrastructure allows GAINDE to be online in 1990

1995
Senegal government starts consultation to develop a national SW

2004
The NSW ORBUS is operational

2006
GAINDE starts international cooperation

2012
ORBUS moved from an automated system to a paperless system
THE NEW PAPERLESS TRADE ENVIRONMENT

BEFORE CUSTOMS

CUSTOMS

AFTER CUSTOMS
COMPONENTS OF THE INTERGRAL SINGLE WINDOW

CARGO COMMUNITY SYSTEM

- Electronic Manifests (Sea, Air, Road)
- Sharing of Cargo Data and Information
- Routing Manifests to Customs
- ENS Messages to EU

SINGLE WINDOW FOR FORMALITIES

- Connection with Stakeholders Involved in Trade Formalities
- Single Electronic Application Document for Permits and Documents
- Electronic Circulation of Application and Permits Based on Rules
- Electronic Permits and Documents Routed to Customs Systems

LOGISTIC PLATFORM AND B2B PORTAL

- Single Window for All Formalities for Delivery of Cargo
- Electronic Payment
- Issuance of Electronic Gate Pass
- B2B Transactions and Trade Information Portal
GUIDE PRATIQUE DE MISE EN ŒUVRE DE GUICHETS UNIQUES EN AFRIQUE

Auteur : AACE
Draft - Avril 2013

Télécharger

Lire le résumé

Accès rapide aux données afférentes au Guichet unique de chaque pays

Rejoignez le FORUM de discussion pour contribuer et faire des commentaires sur le Guide
The AACE definition is formulated as follows:

"The Single Window for trade is a national or regional system mainly built on a computer platform initiated by government or an ad hoc entity to allows parties involved in trade and transport to lodge standardized information and documents with a single entry point to fulfill all import, export, and transit-related regulatory requirements".

International Single Window Conference & Exhibition
16th - 18th September 2013
Carlton Hotel, Antananarivo, Madagascar

Organizers
AACE
GasyNet
Malagasy Customs